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The decay of the mass-separated, very neutron-rich isotope93Br has been studied byg spectroscopy. A level
scheme of its daughter93Kr has been constructed. Level energies,g-ray branching ratios, and multipolarities
suggest spins and parities which are in accord with a smooth systematics of theN557 isotones forZ<40,
suggesting theN556 subshell closure still to be effective in Kr isotopes. So far, there is no indication of a
progressive onset of deformation in neutron-rich Kr isotopes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Neutron-rich krypton isotopes are located in an interest
mass region where competition of various structures
shapes at low-excitation energy occurs. WithZ536, the Kr
isotopes lie roughly in the middle between the classical p
ton shell closures atZ528 and 50. It is therefore expecte
that the addition of only a few neutrons to theN550 shell,
would soon lead to the development of collective featur
On the one hand, this situation, indeed, corresponds to
Z542 molybdenum isotopes which are located symme
cally to krypton with respect to the proton midshell atZ
539. On the other hand, however, this picture is at varia
with the systematics established for the immediateZ.36
neighbor isotopes of Kr. Especially, the even-even nucle
strontium and zirconium experience a strong closure of
d5/2 neutron subshell atN556. The 21 states in96Zr and
98Zr are quite high with a maximum energy of 1751 keV f
96Zr @1,2#. The 21 states of Sr, although lower than in the
Zr isotones, are with about 800 keV still fairly high in th
region and exhibit little collectivity@3#. Nevertheless, a de
formed minimum in the potential energy surface at about
MeV has been reported for theN558 isotones96Sr and
98Zr, based on very larger2(E0) values@4# and rotational
band structures@5#. These deformed structures rapidly com
down in energy with increasing neutron number, until t
N560 isotones98Sr and 100Zr exhibit well developed rota-
tional ground-state bands@5#. Yet, 01 states at very low
energies, at 215 and 331 keV, respectively, have been in
preted as signatures of shape coexistence@6#. A similar shape
transition is also observed inZ539 yttrium isotopes@7–9#.
So far, the heaviestZ537 rubidium isotope studied b
g-spectroscopy is94Rb, with N557 the nearest neighbo
isotone of 93Kr. Its low-lying levels were interpreted in th
interacting boson-fermion-fermion frame as being spher
@10#. Published information on levels in Kr isotopes heav
than 90Kr remained rather scarce until recently. It consist
only of b-decay studies leading to levels in91293Kr per-
formed by some of us presented in preliminary reports@11–
14# and in a Ph.D. thesis@15#. However, near completion o
0556-2813/2001/63~3!/034316~6!/$15.00 63 0343
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this manuscript we became aware of a prompt-fission st
of the even-even88294Kr @16#. The data do not show evi
dence for an increasing softness towards deformation
least until theN558 94Kr nucleus.

In addition tog spectroscopy, laser spectroscopic expe
ments have been carried out in this region. The sudden
crease of the square charge radius^r 2& at N560 in the Rb
and Sr isotopic chains was interpreted as due to the ons
strong ground-state deformation@17–19#. In contrast, more
recent laser spectroscopic measurements on Kr isotopes
N560, did not reveal such a significant increase in the^r 2&
values@20#. Hence, the onset of ground-state deformation
the Kr isotopes either seems to be delayed to larger neu
numbers, or will occur more gradually than in the immedia
Z neighbors. Detailed spectroscopic studies should be ab
answer these questions either in showing the existenc
deformed excited states coexisting with spherical states
similar character as those in the Sr and Zr isotopes, o
showing a smooth change from spherical to transitio
structures as in the Mo isotopes when approachingN560.

For these reasons, spectroscopic investigations of the
cays of neutron-rich bromine isotopes to their krypt
daughter nuclei would be of great interest. However, ev
today the separation of short-lived halogen isotopes by ne
tive surface ionization remains an experimental challenge
ion-source technology. As one of the last experiments at
old ISOLDE on-line mass separator at CERN before
shut-down of the SC, neutron-rich Kr isotopes aroundN
556 were studied for the first time and so far only byg- and
delayed-neutron spectroscopy@15#. Here, we report on the
decay ofN558 93Br to 93Kr, the most neutron-rich isotope
of this element so far observed by radioactivity.

II. EXPERIMENT

The b-decay parent nucleus93Br was produced by 600
MeV proton-induced fission of uranium. A beam of neg
tively charged bromine ions was obtained by a chemica
selective LaB6 surface ion source@21#, and was collected a
the detection position on a moving tape system. Theg rays
following b decay of 93Br were measured with various de
tectors: two coaxial Ge detectors for transitions up to abou
©2001 The American Physical Society16-1
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TABLE I. List of transitions assigned to the decay of93Br to 93Kr. Taking into account the intensity o
unplaced transitions, 100g-intensity units correspond to 60% branching in this decay mode, i.e., a
decay branch for93Br (Pn568%).

Energy Intensity Placed Coincidences
~keV! ~%! from to

117.4~2! 100.0~50!a 117 0 237, 242, 446, 593, 670,~1220!c

237.4~2! 29.6 ~25!a 355 117 117,~629!c

242.0~2! 59.8 ~7.5!a 359 117 117, 350, 446, 670, 966, 978, 1142c

349.9~5! 3.6 ~21!b 710 359
359.4~2! 3.7 ~7!a 359 0
446.0~2! 6.8 ~9!a 805 359 117, 242
592.7~4! 10.6 ~26!b 710 117 117
669.5~3! 3.4 ~5!a 1029 359 ~117, 242!
687.9~2! 5.3 ~4!a 805 117 ~117!
710.2~2! 19.7 ~18!a 710 0
966.4~7! 5.9 ~39!b 1326 359 ~117, 242!
977.6~6! 6.5 ~43!b 1337 359 ~117, 242!
2103.5~4! 19.4 ~27!a d

2224.7~4! 4.3 ~12!a d

3085.8~7! 1.4 ~4!a d

3606.3~6! 7.8 ~10!a d

aIntensity from singles spectra.
bIntensity from coincidence data only.
cUnplaced weak transition withdEg.1 keV andI g<1.
dUnplaced transition assumed a g.s. transition for calculation ofb feedings.
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MeV, a small planar Ge detector for low energies and a B2
scintillator. In addition, a thin plastic scintillator was used
detectb particles.

The low threshold of 8 keV of the planar detector allow
the measurement of KrK x rays necessary forZ identifica-
tion as well as for the application of the fluorescence meth
In this method,K-conversion coefficients are measured
the intensity ratio of theK x-ray peak to the one of the
photopeak of the converted transition. In order to ens
enough selectivity, the method must be applied to spe
obtained by gating selected transitions. The coincidence
ficiency was determined by using a152Eu standard source
and on-line decay products including Kr, Rb, and Sr act
ties in the mass chainsA591 to 93. Of particular interes
was the 142.4 keV line in92Rb which hasM1 multipolarity
@2#. The low statistics for theA593 mass chain limited the
use of the most accurate timing methods based on co
dences between the planar Ge detector, the plastic-scintil
and the BaF2 crystal. Yet, delayedg-g-t coincidences re-
corded with the large Ge detectors allowed observation
level lifetimes typically longer than 10 ns.

A valid coincidence event was defined by hardware
include at least one of the signals from the planar detecto
one of the coaxial Ge detectors. Coincidence events w
recorded in list mode with the GOOSY system at ISOLD
They were off-line sorted on a VAX computer to create su
sets of energy-energy-time triplets for subsequent gating
generation of energy or time projections.

III. RESULTS

The identification of the newg lines following the decay
of 93Br was made on the basis of the coincidence relati
03431
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and the additional requirement that the characteristic x r
of Kr had to be present in the coincidence spectra. In ad
tion to 93Br and its decay products, a contamination of t
A593 beam due to@83Se10B#2 molecular ions was ob-
served. This contamination could be identified unambig
ously by comparing the intensities ofg lines in singles spec-
tra recorded atA593 and A594. In these spectra, th
intensities of the contaminant83Se lines varied according to
the abundance ratio of11B/10B. The Z selectivity of the
negative ion source for bromine was verified by compar
the b-delayed neutron emission probability,Pn , of 91Br
from g-spectroscopic data obtained during this experim
with earlier bn-multiscaling measurements@22#. The
g-spectroscopic method is based on comparison of activ
in the A590 andA591 chains. The result,Pn536(2)%,
was found to be in reasonable agreement with the va
30~2!% of Ref. @22#, thus indicating that there was no siz
able negative ionization ofA591 isobars apart from91Br.
Consequently, it was justified to determine also thePn value
of 93Br by comparing knowng intensities of the decays o
theA593 daughter isotopes93Kr, 93Rb, and93Sr with those
from A592 isobars, in particular92Rb. In this way, we ob-
tain a rather large value ofPn568(7)% for 93Br decay. The
transitions in 93Kr populated by 93Br decay are listed in
Table I and the decay scheme is shown in Fig. 1.

The spin and parity of35
93Br are not known experimentally

In the 37Rb isotopes ground-state spins vary betweenI
53/2 and 5/2. The spherical shell model predicts odd par
associated with thep3/2 and f 5/2 orbitals, respectively. Both
alternatives remain for93Br.

According to level systematics of theN557 isotones, the
ground state of93Kr should haveI p51/21. This spin was
6-2
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FIRST DECAY STUDY OF THE VERY NEUTRON-RICH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C63 034316
deduced for93Kr and 95Sr from laser spectroscopy@18,20#
and I p51/21 was determined from transfer reactions f
97Zr @23#. These spin and parity correspond to thens1/2 or-
bital. In the present experiment, the ground-state feeding
been deduced from a comparison ofg-ray intensities of tran-
sitions assigned to93Kr and to its daughters93Rb and 93Sr.
As for thePn estimate, this method relies on the assumpt
that the negative-ion source was selective for bromine. W
this approach, no sizableb branch was found to the groun
state of 93Kr. This result is consistent with the assum
change of parity, but yet does not preclude positive parity
93Br if I .3/2.

The level at 117.4 keV is the first excited state in93Kr. It
is based on the fact that theg line of this energy clearly is
the strongest one assigned to93Br decay. A conversion co
efficient aK50.058(10) is measured which implies a dipo
transition @aK(E1)50.050,aK(M1)50.075,aK(E2)50.43#.
Shell-model considerations, which exclude a parity cha
among low-spin levels, lead to theM1 assignment andI p

5(1/2,3/2)1.
The next levels at 354.8 and 359.4 keV are based on

strongg lines at 237.4 and 242.0 keV seen in coinciden
with the 117.4 keV ground-state transition. The latter leve
further supported by the observation of a weak 359.4 k
crossover transition to the ground state. The conversion
efficients for the above 237.4 and 242.0 keV lines canno
measured independently of each other. In the 117 keV g
both lines contribute to theK x-ray peak. The intensity indi-
cates, however, that one of the transitions is predomina
of M1 and the other one ofE2 multipolarity. Lifetime mea-
surements indicate that the 237.4 keV line is delayed w
respect to the 242.0 keV line; see Fig. 2. Since the feed
of the 354.8 keV and 359.4 keV levels byg-rays are weak, a
wide gate has been used on one of the channels to inc
the Compton background of unresolved high-energy tra
tions. The threshold was set to 250 keV to avoid trigger
by the lowest-energy events yielding to a too poor timi

FIG. 1. Partial decay scheme of93Br to 93Kr. In calculating the
b feedings it has been taken into account that a fraction of
observedg-ray intensity is not placed in the scheme; see Table
03431
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response. The shift corresponds to a 22~12! ns half-life for
the 354.8 keV level. The nondelayed 242.0 keV transition
unlikely E2 but theM1. Consequently, the 237.4 keV tran
sition is a slightly enhancedE2, the Weisskopf unit being 29
ns. Based on these results, the 117.4 keV level could ha
spin and parity of 3/21, the 354.8 keV levelI p57/21, and
the 359.4 keV levelI p5(1/2,3/2,5/2)1. These spins provide
a simple explanation for the existence of a crossover tra
tion from the 359.4 keV level to the ground state but n
from the 354.8 keV level. Further levels are placed accord
to their coincidence relationships and energy sum fitting. T
highest of the relatively strongly fed levels at 710.2 keV h
a maximum spin of 5/21. However, the sizable ground-sta
branching rather favors~1/2, 3/2)1.

The vanishingb branch to the 1/21 ground state of93Kr
and the relatively strong feedings of the 354.8 keV~proposed
as 7/21) and 359.4 keV levels can be interpreted in a co
sistent manner if a spin and parity ofI p55/22 is assumed
for 93Br. In this case, a further consequence of theb feeding
of the 359.4 and 710.2 keV levels is that they cannot be 11

states. We note that the logf t values to these levels must b
regarded as lower limits due to the non-neglectible proba
ity that many weakb branches to levels between 1.35 Me
and the neutron separation energy ofSn.3.4 MeV have re-
mained unobserved. In any case, these logf t limits are in

e

FIG. 2. Time spectra fromg-g-t delayed coincidences. Th
start signal was given by the selected transitions of 237.4 k
~closed circles! and 242.0 keV~open circles!. The stop signal was
triggered by the Compton background and photopeaks of any c
cident transitions of energy above 250 keV. The physical time a
is from the right to the left. The dashed lines are only a guide to
eye. The absence of a prompt component in the time spectrum
the 237.4 keV transition assigns the delay to originate from
354.7 keV level and not from another level higher in the schem
6-3
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agreement with general expectations for first-forbidden tr
sitions. Level properties are shown in Table II.

IV. DISCUSSION

In order to understand the above results for93Kr, it is
worthwhile to compare them to existing data for neighbor
N557 isotones. It is quite obvious that a dramatic discon
nuity in the N557 systematics occurs at97Zr, i.e., at Z
540 when protons start to occupy theg9/2 subshell@24#. The
level structures ofZ>42 nuclei do not show signatures o
the N556 gap associated with the sphericalnd5/2 subshell
closure. In this region, thed5/2 andg7/2 neutron orbitals are
remarkably close to each other. Furthermore, thens1/2 level
comes down rapidly in energy when protons are remo
and becomes the ground state in42

99Mo. When reaching40
97Zr

TABLE II. Levels in 93Kr fed in b decay of93Br. Logf t values
are calculated withT1/2(

93Kr) 5102 ms@11#, Qb511.02 MeV@35#,
and Pn568% ~this work!. The b feedings are for 100 decays t
93Kr, i.e., a 32% decay branch of93Br. Unplaced high-energy tran
sitions account for a total of about 20%b feeding not listed here.

Energy b feeding logf t I p

~keV! %

0 <0.5 .7.5 1/21

117.4~2! 1.3 ~58! (3/2)1

354.7~3! 18.5 ~22! 5.9 (7/2)1

359.4~2! 22.3 ~50! 5.8 ~3/2, 5/2)1a

710.2~2! 20.7 ~35! 5.8 ~5/2, 3/2)1a

805.3~2! 7.4 ~9! 6.2
1028.9~4! 2.1 ~4! 6.7
1325.8~7! 3.6 ~23! 6.4
1337.0~6! 3.9 ~25! 6.4

aFirst value is preferred on basis of systematics.
03431
-
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d

and continuing towards even lowerZ values, the first excited
state is a 3/21 level while thed5/2 orbital has not been iden
tified but is not any longer a quasiparticle belowg7/2 @25,26#.
Calculations performed for theN559 isotones 97Sr and
99Zr, where a similar level structure exists, indicate a rat
complex character of this 3/21 level, thus excluding thed3/2

single neutron parentage@27,28#. Its structure rather consist
mainly of g7/2 andd3/2 neutron components coupled to co
states. The results from the above theoretical work may a
probably be applied to the present work on93Kr. Accord-
ingly, we propose that the 117.4 keV level represents
complex 3/21 state, and that the 354.8 keV level is theng7/2

orbital.
We tentatively propose assignments for some higher-ly

levels using systematics of energies and branching ratios
N557 and 59 isotones. These levels are shown in Fig. 3.
next strongly fed levels, at 359 and 710 keV, could be
second 3/21 and 5/21 doublet based on the 2̂s1/2 core-
plus-particle coupling. According to the IBFM calculation
for 97Sr @27#, the 523 keV level is the 3/22

1 state. Its charac-
teristic feature is a large branching ratio for the 3/22

1

→3/21
1 transition. By analogy, the 355 keV level in93Kr and

the 1012 keV level in95Sr could be the 3/22
1 states in these

nuclei. In 97Sr the 5/21
1 level at 600 keV has anE2 transition

to the ground state which is several times stronger than
M1 to the 3/21

1 level. The 710 keV level in93Kr has similar
branching ratios. In95Sr, there are two possible 5/21 levels
at 681 and 1004 keV@25#. Bothb-decay parents of93Kr and
95Sr are 5/22 states. Thus logf t values could be used to
tentatively favor the 681 keV level (logf t56.0) over the
1004 keV level (logf t56.8) as being the partner level of th
710 keV level in 93Kr (logf t55.8).

From the similarities of the low-lying levels of theN
557 isotones of krypton and strontium~see Fig. 3! we con-
clude that for93Kr, as in its neighbor95Sr, there is so far no
e

-
s

FIG. 3. The lowest-lying lev-
els in the N557 isotones93Kr,
95Sr ~top! and theN559 isotones
97Sr and99Zr ~bottom!. The simi-
larities suggest the survival of th
N556 subshell closure in Kr iso-
topes, in contrast to the more tran
sitional character of Mo isotope
located symmetrically with re-
spect to theZ539 midshell.
6-4
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signature of increased collectivity at low excitation energ
This was already indicated by the rather high energy of1

states in even-even isotopes, 769 keV for92Kr56 @11,12# and
665 keV for 94Kr58 @14–16#. These energies are somewh
lower than in their strontium isotones, e.g., 815 keV
96Sr58, but remain higher than in molybdenum isotopes, e
536 keV in 100Mo58. We note that a similar 1/21, 3/21, and
7/21 level sequence is exhibited by97Zr, with however,
much larger level spacings due to the immediate neighb
hood of 96Zr where theZ540 andN556 subshell closures
reinforce each other@26#. In contrast, the levels in99Mo
exhibit a different order, with a 5/21 first excited state asso
ciated to thed5/2 neutron instead of the 3/21 complex level
@24#. The close similarity of Kr isotopes (Z536) with their
Sr isotones (Z538) but the differences with Mo (Z542)
indicates that there is no symmetry with respect to theZ
539 proton midshell. This is in contrast to the simple pictu
of describing nuclear structure in terms of the number
valence particles or holes only.

One may, however, speculate that—as observed in
N557– 59 Sr and Zr isotopes@25,27,28#—also their respec-
tive Kr isotones will exhibit coexistence of spherical states
low energy and levels of deformed collective nature at hig
energy. Spherical-to-deformed shape transitions betweeN
558 andN560 were already predicted as early as 1981
Bucurescuet al. @29# who had calculated potential-energ
surfaces in a microscopic-macrosopic approach. Also Mo¨ller
et al. had predicted shape coexistence in this mass re
within their 1981 finite-range droplet model~FRDM!
@30,31#, however not between spherical and deformed sta
but rather between prolate and oblate shapes. More rece
similar features were predicted in relativistic mean-fie
~RMF! calculations by Lalazissiset al. @32# in an attempt to
reproduce the laser-spectroscopic measurements of the
squared charge radii^r 2& of neutron-rich Sr and Kr isotope
@17–19#.

The Pn value of 93Br decay is 68~7!%. This large
delayed-neutron branch and, in consequence, the weab
feeding to low-lying states in93Kr can easily be understoo
in terms of general nuclear-structure signatures in this m
region. Spherical shell-model calculations of Gamow-Te
~GT! decay of 93Br using the quasi-particle random-pha
approximation~QRPA! with a folded-Yukawa single-particle
potential and a Lipkin-Nogami pairing model@33#
.
l.

P.
H

v.
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predict the lowest allowedb transitions at 5.2 MeV and 6.0
MeV in 93Kr, respectively, well above the neutron
separation energy ofSn.3.4 MeV @34,35#. These are the
ng7/2→pg9/2 3QP and thenp3/2→pp1/2 1QP transition, re-
spectively. Hence, the low-energy part of the93Kr spectrum
is only fed by relatively weak first-forbidden~ff ! b transi-
tions. When taking into account the ff-strength distributi
according to the Gross theory@36#, our calculations yield a
delayed-neutron emission branch ofPn583%, in fair agree-
ment with the experimental observation. It is interesting
note in this context, that QRPA calculations using the def
mation parameters ofe.0.25 as predicted, e.g., by the glo
bal mass models FRDM and ETFSI-1@34,37# already shift
some GT strength belowSn in 93Kr, thus resulting in aPn
value of only about 25%, in disagreement with experime

V. CONCLUSION

The decay ofN558 93Br has been studied for the firs
time and a partial decay scheme of93Kr has been con-
structed. The low-lying states extend the level systematic
theN557 isotones. The good correspondence with the lev
in 95Sr suggests that the sphericalN556 shell gap is still
effective for theZ536 Kr isotopes. So far, no signatures
an increase of collectivity leading to a transitional charac
have been observed. Shape coexistence in Kr isotope
likely to occur forN>58 with features similar to those we
established in the Sr and Zr isotones. The fact tha
according to laser spectroscopic measurements—the ons
ground-state deformation does not occur atN560, may im-
ply that the postulated deformed levels in the Kr isotopes
higher and/or decrease slower in energy than in the co
sponding Sr and Zr isotones. Hence, it would be of gr
interest to search for fingerprints of deformation in ev
heavier Kr isotopes, although still today this represents a
experimental challenge.
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